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Organizational CultureOrganizational Culture

A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the 
group learned as it solved its problems of external group learned as it solved its problems of external 
adaptation and internal integration, that has adaptation and internal integration, that has 
worked well enough to be considered valid and, worked well enough to be considered valid and, 
therefore, to be taught to new members as the therefore, to be taught to new members as the 
correct way you perceive, think, and feel in relation correct way you perceive, think, and feel in relation 
to those problems.to those problems.

Edgar H. SchEdgar H. Schein (2004)ein (2004)
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Organizational CultureOrganizational Culture

There may be many cultures or subcultures in a There may be many cultures or subcultures in a 
given organizationgiven organization
The organizational culture is constantly evolvingThe organizational culture is constantly evolving
Leaders (especially at senior levels) play a Leaders (especially at senior levels) play a 
major role in establishing and/or transforming an major role in establishing and/or transforming an 
organizational cultureorganizational culture
The The behavioursbehaviours, basic values, assumptions of a , basic values, assumptions of a 
given organization / sector of an organization given organization / sector of an organization 
may or may not be consistent with SM principles may or may not be consistent with SM principles 
and practices (benchmark criteria)and practices (benchmark criteria)
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Challenges for SMChallenges for SM

AndreasenAndreasen (2002) on barriers to growth for the (2002) on barriers to growth for the 
field:field:

Lack of appreciation of SM at top management levelsLack of appreciation of SM at top management levels

SM as an approach to social change lacks clarity and SM as an approach to social change lacks clarity and 
is perceived as having undesirable traits is perceived as having undesirable traits 
(manipulative / top(manipulative / top--down and not "communitydown and not "community--basedbased””))

Inadequate documentation and publicity of successful Inadequate documentation and publicity of successful 
initiatives (see Smith, 2006)initiatives (see Smith, 2006)

Lack of academic statureLack of academic stature
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Challenges for SMChallenges for SM

AndreasenAndreasen & & KotlerKotler (2003) on clues that give (2003) on clues that give 
away an organizationaway an organization--centered orientation (i.e., centered orientation (i.e., 
not customernot customer--centered) of many noncentered) of many non--profit profit 
organizations:organizations:

The The ““offeroffer”” seen as inherently desirableseen as inherently desirable
Lack of organizational success attributed to customer Lack of organizational success attributed to customer 
ignorance and/or absence of motivationignorance and/or absence of motivation
Minor role given to customer researchMinor role given to customer research
Marketing defined primarily as promotionMarketing defined primarily as promotion
One really good strategy seen as all you need (to One really good strategy seen as all you need (to 
reach all people)reach all people)
Assumption that there is no competitionAssumption that there is no competition
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Other ChallengesOther Challenges

Cork (2008):Cork (2008):
Tight deadlines and shortTight deadlines and short--term results neededterm results needed

(Internal) competition(Internal) competition

SM seen as inconsistent with SM seen as inconsistent with 
organizational values (e.g., inclusion vs. organizational values (e.g., inclusion vs. 
segmentation or competition)segmentation or competition)
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Lessons Learned (F. Lessons Learned (F. LagardeLagarde))

The goal is not to The goal is not to ““changechange”” the organizational the organizational 
culture.  It culture.  It evolvesevolves through successful problemthrough successful problem--
solving.solving.
The approach should be to patiently look for The approach should be to patiently look for 
opportunities when SM would help the opportunities when SM would help the 
organization fulfill its mission / achieve success. organization fulfill its mission / achieve success. 
Start by incrementally introducing elements of SM. Start by incrementally introducing elements of SM. 
Then, underThen, under--sell and oversell and over--deliver on results, while deliver on results, while 
working with the most competent, committed, working with the most competent, committed, 
visible and influential leaders in the organization.visible and influential leaders in the organization.
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“If we really listen, 
really make a decent deal, 

we may be able to create more 
sustainable social change.”

-- Bill Smith (2006)



Leveraging Opportunities to Leveraging Opportunities to 
IntroduceIntroduce SM PracticesSM Practices
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Opportunity #1:  Opportunity #1:  
The organization just wants a pamphlet. The organization just wants a pamphlet. 
No formative research was conducted. No formative research was conducted. 

All decisions are made and itAll decisions are made and it’’s the eleventh hours the eleventh hour

Provide a template for the briefing that the Provide a template for the briefing that the 
client will give you: client will give you: 
(For more, see Siegel & (For more, see Siegel & DonerDoner LotenbergLotenberg, 2007, p. 374; Hastings, 2007, p. 72), 2007, p. 374; Hastings, 2007, p. 72)

Target audience and priority Target audience and priority segment(ssegment(s), ), 
desired action, benefit, supports, openingsdesired action, benefit, supports, openings……
Links to other measures in place to make the Links to other measures in place to make the 
call to action more appealing, affordable and call to action more appealing, affordable and 
available available 
Organizational systems and capacity to Organizational systems and capacity to 
respond to increased demandrespond to increased demand
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The organization just The organization just 
wanted a pamphletwanted a pamphlet
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Opportunity #2:  Opportunity #2:  
Being asked to spend yearBeing asked to spend year--end money end money 

(small budget, no plan for sustainability, (small budget, no plan for sustainability, 
huge expectations)huge expectations)

Turn it into formative research or a Turn it into formative research or a ““planning for planning for 
next yearnext year”” project to identify project to identify behaviouralbehavioural
objectives and audience segmentsobjectives and audience segments
Focus on a specific segment that provides the Focus on a specific segment that provides the 
easiest and greatest opportunity for quick winseasiest and greatest opportunity for quick wins
Offer options that build on organizational Offer options that build on organizational 
strengths (e.g., branding, customer strengths (e.g., branding, customer 
management/relations systems)management/relations systems)
Celebrate progress and highlight the Celebrate progress and highlight the 
engagement of key influencers (reflective glory)engagement of key influencers (reflective glory)
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The financial organization had year-end money to spend 
and a pre-determined (liberator) positioning in mind

Formative / qualitative researchFormative / qualitative research
Quick winsQuick wins



Demonstration ProjectDemonstration Project
Segment of greatest opportunity (expressed interest and efficacySegment of greatest opportunity (expressed interest and efficacy))
Leadership (social norms)Leadership (social norms)
Client relations (organizational strength)Client relations (organizational strength)
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Opportunity #3:  Opportunity #3:  
An organization is looking for publicity and An organization is looking for publicity and 

asks the communications department asks the communications department 
to develop a to develop a ““brandingbranding”” planplan

Ask that the CEO be involved, then all Ask that the CEO be involved, then all 
senior managerssenior managers

Explain that strong brands are the result of Explain that strong brands are the result of 
what you do (peoplewhat you do (people’’s experience with the s experience with the 
brand) more than what you say brand) more than what you say 
(communications)(communications)
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Opportunity #3:  Opportunity #3:  
A A ““brandingbranding”” plan (contplan (cont’’d)d)

Give a branding 101 presentation Give a branding 101 presentation 
(see (see AndreasenAndreasen & & KotlerKotler 2003, pp. 1702003, pp. 170--177)177)

BrandBrand’’s present positions present position
BrandBrand’’s desired positions desired position
How to get to the desired position (integrated How to get to the desired position (integrated 
strategy)strategy)

•• Getting your house in order (opportunity to address Getting your house in order (opportunity to address 
the marketing mix and mobilize the whole the marketing mix and mobilize the whole 
organization)organization)

•• CommunicationsCommunications
Testing and monitoring/followTesting and monitoring/follow--upup
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Desired brand imageDesired brand image

What to What to dodo to deserve this reputation to deserve this reputation 
(worked in all areas and fields)(worked in all areas and fields)

What to say What to say 
(role of communications)(role of communications)

The organization wanted publicity via a “branding” plan
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Opportunity #4:  Opportunity #4:  
The boss/client agrees, The boss/client agrees, 

but faces resistance from staff but faces resistance from staff 
Use research as the SM virus (Use research as the SM virus (Connecting the workplace Connecting the workplace 
with the marketplacewith the marketplace; ; DD’’AprixAprix, 1996), 1996)

Provide staff with relevant literature on a regular basisProvide staff with relevant literature on a regular basis
Acknowledge existing research base and write a research Acknowledge existing research base and write a research 
agenda agenda 
Encourage discussion on possible implications for all aspects ofEncourage discussion on possible implications for all aspects of
the organizationthe organization

Benchmark with the best organizations Benchmark with the best organizations 
Use SM to position/differentiate the organization in the Use SM to position/differentiate the organization in the 
marketplace marketplace –– based on fundamental features (e.g., based on fundamental features (e.g., 
values values –– inclusion/respect, listening/participation)inclusion/respect, listening/participation)
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Opportunity #5:  Opportunity #5:  
Budget available for a 1 or 2Budget available for a 1 or 2--day training day training 
event and SM is considered as a topicevent and SM is considered as a topic

Stay pragmatic: Position SM as a means, not an endStay pragmatic: Position SM as a means, not an end
Participants may already do parts of it (Participants may already do parts of it (MahMah et al., 2008)et al., 2008)
Deliver, donDeliver, don’’t pitcht pitch
Provide simple tools to apply SM Provide simple tools to apply SM concepts directly to 
initiatives on which participants are working 

See See LagardeLagarde, 2004; Hastings, 2007, p. 72; , 2004; Hastings, 2007, p. 72; DeshpandeDeshpande & & 
LagardeLagarde, 2008, 2008

Detect enthusiastic leaders and get them involved in Detect enthusiastic leaders and get them involved in 
reporting on practical work during the session reporting on practical work during the session 
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March 2008 Training EventMarch 2008 Training Event

Community development X Public healthCommunity development X Public health

Worksheets applied to actual projectsWorksheets applied to actual projects
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Opportunity #6:  Opportunity #6:  
New SM staff positionNew SM staff position

Make sure Make sure ““social marketingsocial marketing”” is part of the titleis part of the title

Write a good job description that distinguishes it Write a good job description that distinguishes it 
from a communications jobfrom a communications job

Have the person report to the CEO or to Have the person report to the CEO or to 
planning/evaluation/qualityplanning/evaluation/quality--related senior related senior 
management management –– not part of communications staffnot part of communications staff

Penetrate all systems (research, planning, Penetrate all systems (research, planning, 
funding, implementation, partnerships, funding, implementation, partnerships, 
monitoring, evaluation, accountability, HR, etc.)monitoring, evaluation, accountability, HR, etc.)
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Opportunity #6:  Opportunity #6:  
New SM staff position (contNew SM staff position (cont’’d)d)

Ensure that the accountability systems for the Ensure that the accountability systems for the 
job are consistent with benchmark criteria job are consistent with benchmark criteria 
(French & Blair(French & Blair--Stevens, 2006)Stevens, 2006)
Select the right person Select the right person 

If internal, should be perceived as a promotion of an If internal, should be perceived as a promotion of an 
already established leader among peers already established leader among peers 
If external, should be seen as added value (e.g., If external, should be seen as added value (e.g., 
knowledgeable about the market, partnerships)knowledgeable about the market, partnerships)
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Final RecommendationsFinal Recommendations

Train others (common language and Train others (common language and 
mindset)mindset)

By being generous with your time and skills By being generous with your time and skills 
By linking training opportunities to concrete By linking training opportunities to concrete 
and highand high--profile initiatives as well as with profile initiatives as well as with 
leadersleaders
By following up with coachingBy following up with coaching

Make research systematic and knowledge Make research systematic and knowledge 
transfer ongoing (transfer ongoing (““listeninglistening””))
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Final Recommendations (contFinal Recommendations (cont’’d)d)

Build on early successes (introduce Build on early successes (introduce 
elements of SM gradually, momentum, elements of SM gradually, momentum, 
sustained progress)sustained progress)

UnderUnder--sell and oversell and over--deliverdeliver

Make SM part of job descriptions and Make SM part of job descriptions and 
accountability systemsaccountability systems

Track, evaluate, learn from and adjust, Track, evaluate, learn from and adjust, 
publish and share resultspublish and share results
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